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Welcome to the Graduate School of Architecture and to Unit System Africa 2019! We’re excited to be starting
our fourth year with new staff and students. The GSA is fast becoming synonymous with change, ambition and
transformation. After a successful SACAP validation visit in April 2018, we’ve made some substantial changes to the
curriculum, including a brand new History & Theory Programme. We welcome two new permanent staff members,
former New York resident Anna Abengowe, who takes on the role of Deputy Director of the School and
Dr Huda Tayob, who joins us from the Bartlett. Our operations are now housed in three locations in Johannesburg,
GSA MAIN (FADA); GSA METRO (Braamfontein) and GSA MOAD (Maboneng). We have a vibrant line-up of Units,
Core Modules and Extras this year. As ever, on Day 1, listen carefully to the presentations, keep an open mind and
choose the Unit that feels right for you. Whilst we’re keen to give everyone their first choice, please remember that all
Units are equally good. If you don’t get your first pick, give your second (or even third) choices a chance!

2019
COURSES, LEADERSHIP
& PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

2019
DESIGN MODULES

‘Without bridges, we would be islands. Mankind
has always had a deep desire to build bridges, both
figuratively and literally. We want to meet the
people who live on the other side of the water. We
want to know what they look like, sound like, and
most importantly, think like.’
—The Economist

‘ . . . landscapes are minimal real anchors that link
various shifting worlds.’
—Graham Harman

2019
CORE MODULES
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HISTORY & THEORY DISSERTATION
PROGRAMME CONVENER: Dr Huda Tayob
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PORTMANTEAU: MASH-UP SPACE
UNIT LEADERS: Eric Wright & Claudia Morgado
BLOODY AGENCY
UNIT LEADER: Thomas Chapman
UNIT TUTORS: Crystal Waddell (Design)
& Khensani de Klerk (Research)
UNIT ASSISTANT: Njabulo Phekani
Architects are seldom in control of making projects happen. For the
most part, we are directed by the actors who control project finance
and political capital. In the formal and informal housing sectors,
where our input might be of most value, we seldom feature at all.
In 2018, the World Bank named South Africa as the ‘most unequal’
country in the world. In 2018, Unit 11 set out to empower students
with the agency to speculate on new forms of affordable rental
housing in Johannesburg. Our aim was to introduce and test a
range of spatial mechanisms that promote social justice, which are
rarely implemented due to financial reasons. We argue that housing
presents a unique opportunity to promote a more equitable society.
In 2019, extending this position further, we will introduce the subthemes of proximity and co-habitation as both research foci and
drivers of speculative design.
Cape Town, South Africa’s ‘second city’, is often ranked as one
of the most beautiful cities in the world but is it also home to
some of the country’s poorest residents. An immensely popular
tourist destination with a high percentage of wealthy European
and American ‘second’ homeowners, increasing property prices
in the City Bowl are forcing local residents to move further and
further out of the city and away from economic opportunities and
civic amenities. Armed with the tools and experience of last year’s
investigations, this year’s site is the Cape Town Metropole. Project
typologies are not limited to any specific geographical area or scale
but should ultimately engage residential sites in the city which
exemplify the absurdity of inequality. The aim is to produce research
and design projects at varying scales and locations which explore
the Unit’s interests amongst disparate and often conflicting urban
dwellers. Despite its overriding inequality, Cape Town demonstrates
numerous attempts by architects using residential projects as
prototypes for alternative solutions to inequality. From Roelof
Uytenbogaardt’s 1992 Springfield Terrace to Urban-Think Tank’s
Empower Shack, students will be exposed to active architects who
have gone beyond the constraints of the profession to speculate new
futures for African Cities.

‘Architecture can be analogous to a history, a fiction,
and a landscape. We expect a history or a novel to
be written in words, but they can also be cast in
concrete or seeded in soil.’
—Jonathan Hill
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THE AFRICAN ALMANAC
UNIT LEADER: Sumayya Vally
UNIT ASSISTANT: Pandeani Liphosa
UNIT ROVING HYBRIDS: Manijeh Verghese, Thandi Loewenson,
Nolan Oswald Dennis

Unit 13 continues to seek new ways of practicing architecture which
respond in more meaningful and lasting ways to our contemporary
desire to transform our profession. Through examining our relevance
to contemporary society, we seek to discover alternative and
innovative architectural practices. We work both in the centre of our
discipline and at its edges, in spaces that are shaped by inter- multiand cross-disciplinary practice.
Portmanteaus are words which combine the sounds and meanings of
two words, e.g. motel (from ‘motor’ and ‘hotel’) or brunch (‘breakfast’
and ‘lunch’). Unit 13 is interested in this uniquely speculative ‘mashup’ action which we believe opens up new and interesting possibilities
for our profession. We are interested in exploring the space where
‘one thing meets another’, where architecture meets economy,
history, technology and sociology, for example. By encouraging a
more imaginative and explorative approach to architectural practice,
and by introducing multiple voices into this process, we hope to
discover new, relevant and progressive architectures.
This year, we will look at spaces that appear to have no architecture,
sites of such scale and ‘bigness’ – landscapes constructed as
manifestations of ‘big’ forces and ‘big’ ideas – that the role of the
architect appears insignificant, perhaps even meaningless. However,
we see great potential in such sites as their vastness appears to free
us from finding immediate solutions and allows us to ask instead,
‘what if . . . ?’ Big money encourages us to think big: to look at the
both the workings of global capitalism and its detritus and to find
ways of working at the edges where its forces often have the greatest
impact.
In 2019 we will look at the Maputo-Katembe Bridge, a recently
inaugurated architecture of infrastructure, connecting the northern
and southern edges of Maputo Bay. Paid for with foreign loans and
implemented with foreign labour, materials and expertise, the bridge
stands both as symbol and physical experience of ‘progress.’ Part
of a much larger planned global trade route, the new bridge turns a
six-hour overland journey into a 90-minute cargo route from Maputo
(Mozambique) to Kosi Bay (South Africa), simultaneously contracting
and expanding the border between the two countries.
This year, we will be asking students to design a series of portmanteau
projects – bridge/house; factory/farm; home/office; industrial zone/
leisure park; harbour/market, for example – that use ‘bigness’ as
both metaphor and material. Each project is a unique portmanteau,
a collection of architectural ‘things’ and new ‘things’ – spaces,
materials, forms, programmes – derived from the mash-up between
form and programme, site and scale, a bridge between architecture
and its edges.

The term ‘post-traumatic’ refers to the evidence of
the aftermath – the remains of an event that are
missing. The spaces around this blind spot record
the impression of the event like a scar. How does the
system make sense of an experience that exceeds its
capacity for integration? Since recognition is only
ever retroactive, the process of reintegrating the
event, of sense-making, begins when we start to sift
through the evidence, to build a plausible story, to
construct a narrative and develop the coordinates
of a new experiential landscape. Slowly repetition
returns to weave its supportive tissue, and new
futures come to replace old ones.
—Adrian Lahoud

TOXIC LANDSCAPES
UNIT LEADERS: Dr Finzi Saidi & Absalom Jabu Makhubu
UNIT ASSISTANT: Dickson Adu-Agyei
In 2019, Unit 15(X) will explore the theme of ‘toxicity’ and ‘landscape’
in the mining cities of South Africa. Most cities and towns in South
Africa have connections—which may be historic or on—going—with
mining activities: open pit or underground cast mining of mostly, coal,
gold or platinum. While mines close when mining activities cease,
their toxic impact lasts for many years to come. This toxicity is visible
all around us, in the over-burdened mine-dumps, in contaminated
surface and ground water and in polluted air-scapes. Socially, too,
the effect can be felt in economically unsustainable townships and
derelict infrastructure that remains long after the mines have closed.
Illegal miners (‘Zama-Zamas’) and informal settlements spring up
in their wake . . . Unit 15(X) is interested in this full and wide array
of the term ‘toxic’. Students will be encouraged to speculate on new
uses for abandoned mines, to contribute meaningfully to deeper
understandings of the toxic ecology of mining and to propose
ecological and social solutions that ameliorate the damage.

‘Toxicity projects into the future, sometimes in the
unbelievably longue durée, but always partially and
open-endedly, never deterministically.’
—Haeden Stewart
A Eurocentric reading of landscape is tied to issues of beauty and
control; in Unit 15(X), students will be challenged to reinvent the
term to include the landscape of human creations that are informed
by movement of large materials at large scale. We will attempt to
define new meanings for urban open spaces (urban landscapes) in
South Africa and on the continent at large. We will look at adjacent
disciplines such as archaeology, film, music, visual art and ecology
to find new means of representation that may assist us in positing
a wider definition of landscape. Our theme is driven by two critical
concerns: firstly, that human beings have a duty to preserve the
Earth’s resources for future generations (as outlined in the World
Sustainability Report 2018). Secondly, as the South African Mining
Charter and Environmental Management Act of 1998 stipulates, the
responsibility of all mining companies is to include decommissioning
strategies that articulate a return-to-usable and workable state of
former mining areas – in other words, the ‘toxic’ landscapes in which
we will attempt to intervene. We see these as sites of speculation and
proposition, not danger and decay.
Two sites have been selected: Rustenburg, located in a platinummining region in the North-West Province and Kimberley, a city in
the Northern Cape Province whose fortunes are inextricably linked
to gold. It is our hope that projects in these distinctive settings will
provide an opportunity for rigorous dialogue about remediation of
‘toxic landscapes’ in South Africa.

Traditionally, the role of architecture has been to confine or control
space, shaping historical experience and social relations in static
form. As a result, the history of peoples for whom movement, not
stasis, is the predominant experience does not find easy or direct
translation into form. Unit 12 is interested in finding forms of material
and spatial representation for this most contemporary of human
experiences. We believe there is enormous architectural potential
in working with the migratory, the diasporic, the mythical, the
performative and the narrative to create new spatial possibilities for
these themes.
This year, acting simultaneously as story tellers, architects, time
travellers and choreographers of history, students in Unit 12 will visit
the desert landscape of Casablanca, historically one of the earliest
ports significant to the history of both migration and settlement,
to develop a new architectural vocabulary for these themes of
migration, diaspora and hybridity. The Major Design Project of the
year will be a New Port Authority (NPA). In different forms, ports
are the earliest point of contact with a new region for migrants. The
history of the establishment of ports is also intrinsically linked to
the history of slavery and of the formation and policing of borders.
The port is a space of crossing, of transition, of crossover. It is also
a highly programmed space, akin to an airport, where slippages of
control, territory and access have consequences that far exceed the
port’s actual geography. In the so-called ‘developing world’, one only
has to track the proliferation of trade- and duty-free economic zones
that have sprung up around ports (land, air and sea) to understand
their importance in the fiscal growth of any given nation. Projects
may look at land-, sea-, air- and cyber ‘scapes’. Projects may explore
edge conditions, trade relations, cultural exchanges, crossings and
controls (of species, of ‘things’, of conditions). Projects may be
situated between past and present, between ‘home’ and ‘away’,
between the ‘here’ and ‘now’, however that is constructed. The aim
is to challenge students to tell their own ‘stories’, to find their own
appropriate tools of representation and to speculate with ambition
and aplomb on the appropriate form, structure, material and
programme for a uniquely African architectural vocabulary.
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PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
COURSE CONVENER: Prof Christo Vosloo
Architectural Professional Practice aims to provide students with
the essential knowledge and skills required to implement and realise
their design solutions. It acknowledges that this may happen in a
conventional or developmental context. The course covers both
conventional agreements and protocols and those used in developing
contexts. It also acknowledges that implementation requires specific
people skills and a financially viable and well-managed office to
support the process.
Mark Raymond
Rahesh Ram
Ricardo Assis Rosa
Richard Conway

DR
DESIGN REALISATION PORTFOLIO
VISITING PROGRAMME ADVISORS:
Mark Raymond, Rahesh Ram & Ricardo Assis Rosa
VISITING PRACTITIONER: Richard Conway
MODULE LEADER: Anna Abengowe
This module provides an opportunity for students to engage with
the more detailed technical and material resolution aspects of their
projects. Students are asked to reflect upon their relationship with
technology, the environment and the profession. Through lectures,
specialised workshops, maker seminars, outings and tutorials with
a wide range of dynamic industry experts, outcomes will focus on
project-specific experimentation, research and resolution. In 2019,
the appointment of a board of visiting programme advisors will
allow us to explore multiple options and approaches to find the best
possible interpretation of ‘technology’ and ‘design realisation’ in our
fast-moving context.

Prof Lesley Lokko
Anna Abengowe
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Darren Sampson
Fred Swart

A Trail of Breadcrumbs:
Reverse Engineering

Thiresh Govender
Sarah de Villiers
Adam Osman

ةر جه
In Arabic, the term hijra  ةر جهrefers to ‘emigrating’, ‘passing’ or
‘coming’, a word with both Latin and Arabic roots. Historically, it
describes the Prophet Muhammad’s flight from Mecca to Medina,
escaping persecution. Included in its etymology are the words for
‘departure’, ‘exodus’ and ‘journey.’ Interestingly, in Urdu, the term has
also come to mean ‘fluidity of identity’ or a ‘third’ identity, of gender
and culture in particular. In this definition, the body is understood
to be a literal site of transition, a vessel through which culture and
identity journey, a place in which both are housed. In the modern
period, human migration has primarily taken the form of voluntary
migration within or between sovereign states, either through
controlled (legal immigration) or uncontrolled means (refugees,
economic migrants, for example). Involuntary migration includes
forced displacement (deportation, slavery, human trafficking) and
flight (war refugees, victims of ethnic cleansing, for example).

This year, we’re making significant changes to History & Theory.
The first – and biggest – change is in the appointment of Programme
Convener for History & Theory, Dr Huda Tayob, who joins us from the
Bartlett School of Architecture in London. Dr Tayob will be in charge
of shaping a brand-new History & Theory curriculum in conjunction
with Module Leaders Patricia Theron and Melinda Silverman. The
History & Theory Module (HTD) will now be run in the second year
of the programme (M2), with a HTD Foundation Course run in Year
1 (M1). For this year’s M2 students who have already submitted a
dissertation, you will have the option to present your dissertations at
a public Colloquium in September with careful input from Dr Tayob
and to work towards a GSA History & Theory publication in 2019.
For all M1 students, HTDF (History & Theory Foundation) will run
in Q2 (April - June) with an emphasis on understanding the basics
of History & Theory and its relationship to architecture and design.
In Q3, HTDM (History & Theory Methodologies) will be open to all
students and will involve a more in-depth look at methodologies of
History & Theory, including those of related disciplines, archaeology
and anthropology. This course will focus on methods, fields and
archives – the key material of architectural history and theory. It
questions and interrogates how and where architectural knowledge
is produced and re-produced. The starting point will be a series of
archaeological sites. Central to this course is to think through the
potential of new and wider architectural archives of particular spaces,
sites and their histories, while simultaneously working through older
archives in new ways.
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METHODS AND MATERIALS
UNIT LEADER: Gregory Katz
UNIT TUTOR: Nico van Loggerenberg
ROGUE ECONOMIES: CONCERNING RISK
UNIT LEADER: Thiresh Govender
UNIT TUTOR: Sarah de Villiers
UNIT ASSISTANT: Adam Osman
Rogue Economies are subversive economic practices, tactics and
transactions that shape contemporary cities and, by extension,
architectural practice. We believe these practices are a rich and,
as yet, untapped source of material for radical and responsive
architectural speculation.
‘Post-traumatic’ urban conditions (such as Johannesburg) are
fertile ground for investigating these emergent ‘rogue economies’,
full of visceral and raw conditions that test the traditional limits of
architecture. Unit 14 is interested in revealing the inner workings and
spatial effects of economic practices that are, by their very nature,
clandestine and shadowy, often difficult to identify. Innovative ways
of seeing and documenting are required. In Unit 14, we co-construct
spatial literacy through forensic drawing methods. We use maps,
catalogues and cartographies to divine and tap into the logics at
play. Out of these messy, emergent configurations, uncertainties
proliferate – legal, sustainable and ethical. Here, risk is not simply
a consequence of emergent, post-traumatic urbanism, but also the
inevitable by-product of our deliberate intercourse with uncertainty.
We see possibilities in uncertainty; we thrive on unpredictable and
uncontrollable outcomes; and we encourage students to embrace
risk-taking as an inevitable consequence of action. Architecture
plays an invigorating role in reading, informing and manipulating the
nature of risk, where risk is embraced as a productive mechanism for
exploring and inventing a cacophony of architectural languages.
In Unit 14, we are interested in architecture’s capacity to transform
risk towards more favourable odds, and we seek to uncover what the
architecture of risk could be in a context of great uncertainty and flux.
The Unit’s mission is to investigate wide-ranging situations of social,
spatial, financial, environmental and digital risk in order to draw out
the operations and tactics that define it. Our research will form the
foundation for articulating a corresponding architectural proposition
– an Emergency Service Station –that can map and mine the dangerfilled dialectic of risk and opportunity.

Unit 17’s research interrogates and broadens the range of techniques,
materials and processes with which we build. Each year Unit 17
selects a fairy tale as a catalyst for our investigations. As a narrative
device, fairy tales allows us to temporarily suspend disbelief. Things
that may seem impossible or contradictory are easily reconciled and
space is opened up for fantastical encounters.
In our first year, we looked at the tale of the Three Little Pigs, imaging
what material the ‘fourth little pig’ might use in the construction
of her house. Last year we looked at Rumplestiltskin, encouraging
students to behave like ambitious detectives on the trail of new
material possibilities. This year, we will take our inspiration
from Hansel and Gretel, the well-known story by the Brothers Grimm.
The process of ‘reverse engineering’ enables the designer or
architect to unlock the secrets of an object and see how it works.
Figuratively speaking, it is the designer’s ‘trail of breadcrumbs’,
leading the way out of the dark forest. We will begin the year with
an intensive examination of two-dimensional detailed drawings
of existing buildings. By taking apart these details, we are able to
tap into the intelligence that underpins the final product. Armed
with the sum of parts we will seek to make the whole greater. We
do this by posing questions and testing our ideas through making
physical models in our workshop. Exactly as the hapless siblings in
the fairy tale stumbled upon a cabin constructed entirely of candy,
we will encourage you to think about strange and wondrous material
combinations and properties. Our first semester culminates with
a camping trip in the forest where each student will select a site
and design their own, unique, ‘fit-for-purpose’ cabin in the wild by
integrating the lessons learnt from deconstructing details and by
incorporating unconventional materials and methods. Then it’s back
to the workshop where we translate the details of those the designs
into 1:1 mock-ups.
Surprise us! Delight us! And remember that building at 1:1 is not the
end in itself: architecture and construction are part of an iterative
process of ‘feedback loops’ (or what Richard Sennett refers to as the
‘intimate, fluid join between problem-solving and problem-finding’.)
Unit 17’s methodology is to look; to look deeper; to assess our
findings; to pull them apart and then make something new,
again and again.

LEADERSHIP &
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
Prof Lesley Lokko takes on a new role as Director of the School and is
joined by Anna Abengowe in the role of Deputy Director. Together,
they are committed to expanding programmes and facilities, as
well as opening up the School to increased international student
enrolment and staff development. Denise Fouché takes on the
permanent position of Senior Operations Manager, in charge of
the Operations Team and all aspects of the GSA’s professional
and logistical services. Leslé Ince-Garcia, Senior Executive PA
and Communications Officer, also joins us this year, alongside
Steffen Fischer, a recent graduate of the GSA and now our ‘go-to’
Administration Officer and member of the Permanent Critics team.
Behind the scenes, Ursula Wessels, Ladan Roohani, Juanita Wright
and Andre van der Berg keep the GSA alive and well, and ensure
we have the optimum operational and financial support to deliver a
high-quality programme to staff and students alike. Zaheer Cassim,
our resident filmmaker and videographer, will continue filming the
School’s main activities and lectures. Our Exhibitions Team, Sumayya
Vally, Sarah de Villiers and Darren Sampson, together with Bie Venter
and her professional team, continue their hard work in putting on
all our public and academic exhibitions and events. Fred Swart is in
charge of our graphics and branding and, together with Sarah and
Sumayya, ensures our social media coverage is up-to-date and active.

EXTRAS
Following the 2018 introduction of G-PLUS courses, some of which
were more successful than others, we are offering three EXTRAS this
year: Architecture & Film, a monthly film club that screens important
and thought-provoking films at our new GSA METRO location in
Braamfontein; Speaking & Presentation, which aims to improve your
public speaking (and review and examination) skills, and teaches
you productive and energising ways to turn your nerves to your best
advantage and finally, Architecture & Photography, a course that aims
to broaden your technical skills as well as your appreciation of the
relationship between light and the physical form of buildings. Amina
Kaskar, Sarah Treherne, Julian Almond, Adwoa Agyei, Dean Falconer,
Leago Madumo, Moketsi Phori, Steffen Fischer and Muhammad
Dawjee join Stephen Hobbs and Nabeel Essa as dedicated GSA critics
this year.
Keep using our three main hashtags, #happeningatthegsa, #gsa_
onthemove and #unitsystemafrica to help us spread the word! We
build new relationships all the time, so keep a lookout on the website
for new faces as the School expands!
www.gsa.ac.za

